“For every port call, we are ready to bring it on.”

Rig & Maritime Your first class support service.

KUEHNE+NAGEL
The safe harbour for every port operation.

Any challenge in the rig and maritime sector demands insightful problem-solving approaches. Kuehne + Nagel is your trustful captain for any passage you embark upon.

Offshore operations are an ongoing storm of difficult tasks that have to be dealt with. Kuehne + Nagel provides an extensive state-of-the-art supply service for the offshore and shipping industry. The departments operating the rig and maritime support are designed to give our clients their utmost devotion. By putting all of our expertise and knowledge into their hands, we make sure all projects sail smooth, safe, and to everyone’s satisfaction.

Kuehne + Nagel’s understanding of specific rig management service requirements makes it one of the leading industry experts. Our support offers services related to tow operations and mobilization or demobilization of drilling rigs and drilling vessels. It coordinates all aspects of chartering offshore vessels and floating cranes. We further arrange warehousing, packing of goods and stuffing of containers to be transported to and from the rigs and vessels.

The Rig & Maritime support service is driven by the activity in the worldwide oil and gas market. Inspired by the global development of drilling and oil & gas, Kuehne + Nagel is prepared to service the industry 24 hours, 7 days a week. You will get a hold of us whenever you desire, receiving the highest quality standards.

RIG & MARITIME

Kuehne + Nagel provides an experienced staff which is ready to offer various services for rig vessel owners and offshore installation companies. Whatever your port call or operations requires, we are ready to deliver our services at all times.

KUEHNE + NAGEL DESIGN HIGH QUALITY SOLUTIONS TO THE OFFSHORE AND SHIPPING INDUSTRY

- Co-ordination of mob/de-mob of vessels
- Chartering of all offshore vessels, floating cranes, tugs, barges, helicopters and airplanes
- Extensive procurement to project and vessels arranging all types of transport on land, air or sea
- Arrange and coordinate warehousing, packing of goods and stuffing of containers to be transported to and from the vessels
- Ship agency and husbandry services
One stop shop to be sea miles ahead of the competition.

Achieving great success with each project is worth a lot. But in order to get there, you need the right team by your side. Kuehne + Nagel brings everyone on board who combines professionalism with a sense of companionship.

Our expert staff is highly trained to ensure maximum efficiency and risk minimization. But it’s not only the technological aspects of any project that Kuehne + Nagel is ready to tackle. Our operational departments are always by your side to fully support your goal. We take care of every step of the working process, such as vessel clearance or getting crews offshore.

Travel agency services and the chartering of helicopters and airplanes for transportation are one aspect we can help with. We also take care of medical and visa support to fully embrace our responsibility for your team. Additional services include on and off hire management of equipment and barges as well as cost and inventory control.

Our port call management program enables customers to keep full track of all activities and services ordered during a port call. Our clients will be granted access to a web module of the same program in which any live information on ongoing processes can be tracked.

TRANSPARENT AND RELIABLE LAST MILE SOLUTIONS
Kuehne + Nagel is a one stop shop service provider available 24/7. Our logistics experts are ready to ensure maximum efficiency of service and risk minimization. Whenever you need us, we will be there to provide the best solution possible.

Everywhere. All the time. By your side.
RIG & MARITIME AT A GLANCE

- Ship agency and vessel clearance
- Crew management
- Shore based support services
- Coordination of the mobilization and de-mobilization of vessels
- On/off hire management of equipment and barges
- Arrange and coordinate warehousing, packing of goods and stuffing of containers to be transported to and from the vessels
- Enabling clients to keep live track of all port activities through management program

RIG & MARITIME BENEFITS INCLUDE

- Decreasing risk with our expert staff that ensures maximum efficiency
- Cost and inventory control with full integration into KN order Management
- Benefitting from flexibility due to our around the clock availability
- Gaining insight through our product knowledge and understanding of specific rig management service requirements
- Granting high quality execution through ISO compliant standards